For a long time, scholars of European integration regarded the founding fathers of the European Union (EU), such as the Frenchman Jean Monnet (1888–1979), as central. But a new wave of scholarship on the EU has put the hagiography of the “lives and teachings of the European Saints” out of fashion. A new generation of scholars, committed to studying the process of integration more “realistically,” has decided that Monnet and other federalist founding fathers played a role that was “at best redundant,” and, at worst, “futile,” compared with the role played by the state representatives who negotiated the European treaties.

This article does not propose to rehabilitate Jean Monnet and claim that he was also a founding father of the Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP), as if he had foreseen these recent developments. Our goal is rather to critically examine the negotiating tactics used by Monnet and other federalists (e.g., those who asked nation-states to delegate some of their sovereign powers to supranational European entities), and to determine whether their tactics shaped how future treaties in the security field would be negotiated. We are less concerned here with how federalists shaped the content of these treaties than with how they shaped the sequencing of the negotiation process.

Our focus on sequencing fills a gap in the literature. When analyzing the evolution of the EU’s competencies and the enlargement of its jurisdiction to
military activities, many contemporary scholars start with the first Treaty of Rome, e.g., the Common Market Treaty, and ignore the second Rome Treaty, the European Community of Atomic Energy Treaty (Euratom).\textsuperscript{4} It seems to us quite paradoxical that contemporary historians of the EU who adhere to what is called the “intergovernmentalist approach” criticize the role granted by their elders to Jean Monnet’s transnational network of federalists, while also ignoring the specific treaties that Jean Monnet drafted before: the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) Treaty, which was signed in April 1951 and came into force in July 1952; the European Defense Community (EDC) Treaty, signed in May 1952 and rejected in August 1954; the European Political Community (EPC) Treaty, presented in March 1953 before the European Assembly and abandoned with the rejection of the EDC Treaty.\textsuperscript{5}

In this article, we propose a simple formal model that can explain why and how European states engaged in the negotiation of these early European treaties. We argue that Monnet and other federalists were influential not so much because the method they offered for the solution of West European defense problems was “better” than the alternative, intergovernmental treaties. Rather, they were influential because they spread the risk that various components of these treaties would be rejected in various rounds of negotiations, whereas international liberals (e.g., those who proposed intergovernmental treaties that entailed no delegation of legislative power to supranational Commissions) failed to propose such a sequencing of negotiations. To make theoretical sense of this, we argue that we must introduce time into the models of integration proposed by intergovernmentalist scholars of the EU (also called “regime theorists”) and institutionalist scholars, who still consider treaty negotiations outside of their full temporal sequence.\textsuperscript{6}

In a sense, our focus on the temporality of the integration process formalizes the mechanism behind what functionalists and neofunctionalist scholars of the EU have intuited.\textsuperscript{7} But the latter have only taken note of these recursive aspects (e.g., the successive cycles of negotiations, which concern areas of regulation that are both untouched by prior treaties and adjacent to the areas addressed by prior treaties) in the European integration process. They have failed to explain why the EU progressed through an endless succession of treaties rather than through one Big Leap Forward.\textsuperscript{8} In contrast, we show the underlying logic of this recursive character and its fractal nature. Federalists succeeded in convincing states to sign their treaties, rather than alternative treaties, by spreading the risk of rejection attached to various components of European security treaties into successive periods of negotiations, a process that they repeated in each new round of negotiation.

This article is structured as follows. The first part presents the theoretical framework we develop to account for the role of the rejection risk in the negotiation process of defense treaties specifically. We argue that Monnet and the other founding fathers of Europe sequenced the bargaining process of European treaties in order to maximize the expected utility that states derived from
their approach to European security. We claim that the recursive model of treaty negotiation we identify explains why, against all odds, states preferred federalist-inspired treaties to intergovernmental treaties. The second part of the article applies our argument on recursivity to the early sequence of negotiations of the ECSC, EDC, and EPC Treaties. In the last section, we demonstrate that the negotiation of the CSDP followed a similar pattern.

**Theory: Spreading Risk in Treaty Negotiations**

In this section, we show how we can formalize the assumptions that three theories of treaty negotiations give us regarding the expected utility that states derive from new treaties, and how each formal model can explain why federalist treaties, rather than intergovernmental treaties, were signed in the European security field.

**“Integration as an Outcome”**

In the field of security studies, theorists of international relations regard treaties as an outcome to be explained. In particular, regime theories have both externalist and instrumentalist explanations of change in international law: the external explanation holds that in each new period, new external factors (outside the realm of law) determine why new international treaties are signed; the instrumentalist explanation posits that treaties are only instruments used by states to maximize their economic and military interests. As Robert Keohane argues about treaty regimes in general, states agree to follow a predictable and orderly course of action not because they are necessarily coerced into doing so, but because they have a higher interest in cooperating than in maintaining the anarchic structure of world society that realists believe to exist. Or, as Jack Goldsmith and Eric Posner argue about international treaties in general, “international law is not a check on state self-interest” but merely “a product of state self-interest.”

For multidimensional regimes such as those found in the field of European defense, that concern multiple issues (the regulation of the defense industrial sector, the command structure of armies, the diplomatic representation of states’ interests, etc.), we can formalize the bargaining process by using the non-cooperative model of multilateral bargaining formalized in the Stahl-Rubinstein game, which incorporates multiple players and multidimensional issue spaces. We assume that N players, each one of them being characterized by a pre-defined payoff function (called utility function) with respect to the negotiated variables, choose either to negotiate or to not negotiate over a given set of policy variables $x$. In this model, we assume that the negotiation is organized as a sequence of compromises with a finite bargaining horizon: when a new compromise is made at time $t$, a proposer $j$ amongst the N players...
makes a proposal for the policy \( X^i_t = (x^i_{1,t}, \ldots, x^i_{k,t}, \ldots, x^i_{K,t}) \) over the policy variables with the probability \( p_{x^i} \) that \( X^i_t \) be selected.

Regime theorists tell us that when collective action problems occur that prevent individual states from benefiting from positive externalities if they act unilaterally, then each state \( j \) will seek to maximize its expected utility \( EU_j \) by solving the following equation represented in game 1, where \( U_i(p, X^i_j) \) represents the utility that the player \( i \) derives from the proposal \( X^i_j \):

\[
\text{Game 1: } EU_j = \sum_{t=1}^{n} U_i(p, X^i_j) \quad ^{14}
\]

In this game, a compromise is reached when all players \( i \) and \( j \) agree on a common proposed set of policies \( XT \), which is turned into a new treaty.\(^{15}\) Then the game ends. Whether the game ends with the adoption of a purely intergovernmental or a federalist treaty depends on the preferences of each state, preferences that early EU scholars believed Monnet and other federalists were in a position to change. In the history of European integration, each time a new geopolitical or economic problem arises that necessitates collective action, state representatives sit down at the table, make a series of compromises, and come up with a consensus through successive rounds of compromises until they can write a new treaty whose jurisdiction does not extend beyond solving the problem at stake.\(^{16}\) These compromises are neither dependent upon prior legal obligations, nor do they bind the negotiating parties to future deliberations on aspects not connected with the problem at stake.\(^{17}\)

Here, time is introduced only to represent the number of compromises that each state will have to make for all of them to reach a consensus together. But the game is assumed to start with no treaty, and to end when one treaty is agreed upon. In that sense, the outcome of this game is not constrained by prior games having been played, or by future games to be played. This corresponds to the assumption made by regime theorists such as Andrew Moravcsik who implicitly endorse the assumption that states are not only rational actors but that they can somehow make calculations outside a pre-existing legal context.\(^{18}\) In each new period of negotiation, they look at treaties with fresh eyes and consider them only as commitments that they would take if, and only if, those commitments produce durable benefits, in contrast to their costs to sovereignty.\(^{19}\)

*Integration as a Process*: Introducing History as Path Dependency

Regime theorists forget that most state activities that new treaties propose to regulate are already the subject of prior treaty commitments, and that most of the time, states must choose between past, present and future treaties rather than between anarchy and legal order. Institutionalists agree with regime theorists that at the moment of the treaty negotiations, states sign new European treaties because they think that it is in their interest to sign them (as opposed
to not sign them, or to sign alternative treaties). But institutionalists add that, once signed, the treaties create important new institutions whose influence on future cycles of treaty negotiations is actually stronger than that of transnational networks of federalists, and that regime theorists should not ignore them.²⁰

Institutionalists and field theorists such as Alan Milward, Neil Fligstein or Alec Stone Sweet add an internal dynamic—or a “path dependency”—to the rational calculations made by governments gathered around the treaty negotiating table.²¹ They update the old functionalist theory according to which EU integration starts with technical cooperation and spills over into political integration.²² They include history as a variable, arguing that the European institutions created by past federalist-inspired treaties (such as the European Commission, the European Court of Justice, and the European Parliament) can pressure governments into signing new European treaties.²³

Including the history of past treaties into the equation might affect whether states are more likely to agree to sign new treaties inspired by the same norms—in the case of the EU, for instance, treaties in new fields that use past federalist treaties as templates. Take, for instance, the case of the Euratom Treaty (1957), which was the only one of two Rome treaties sponsored by Jean Monnet and his cohort.²⁴ We can see that although many components of the Euratom Treaty were intergovernmental in character, it still included federalist-inspired provisions such as the Commission’s monopoly on the introduction of legislation in the European Council, the possibility of passing R&D proposals by qualified majority voting (Art. 215), and the Commission’s foreign policy prerogatives in the nuclear field (Art. 29).²⁵

An institutionalist would argue that if the ECSC Treaty had not been signed before Euratom Treaty negotiations started, the British government could have convinced European governments that a completely intergovernmentalist approach to nuclear cooperation within the Organization of European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), a purely intergovernmental organization, maximized the expected utility of all states.²⁶ The existing European institutions—in this case, the High Authority of the ECSC, which Monnet chaired until 1955—favored the Euratom Treaty over its alternatives, and were also able to influence how states perceived their expected utility. They did so in particular by increasing the subjective probability that each state ascribed to accepting it over other policy proposals.

The path dependency observed by institutionalists depends upon the existence of transnational networks of federalists and supranational institutions created in past rounds of negotiations. It is the existence of these networks and institutions that explains why European states agreed to sign federalist-inspired treaties that took away some of their sovereign prerogatives when they could have accomplished the same tasks by signing purely intergovernmental treaties that would have been less costly to their sovereignty. So far, regime theorists have failed to provide a satisfying explanation for why states
preferred to give away some of their legislative powers when they created new legal tools of policy cooperation and coordination, when states could have created the same tools without delegation.27

In this case, we can say that for a state \( j \), accepting the cluster of federalist policies \( X_j^t \) proposed by the French government, which, after some rounds of compromises starting at time \( t \) became the Euratom Treaty, maximized their expected utility knowing that the ECSC Treaty had already been signed at time \( t-1 \), but may not have done so had the ECSC Treaty not been signed. Part of the explanation lies in the fact of the probability \( P_{X|Y} \) that \( X_j^t = (x_j^1,t, \ldots , x_j^K,t, \ldots , x_j^K,t) \) was selected if a preexisting set of policies \( Y_{t_0} = (y_j^1,t_0, \ldots , t_j^K,t_0, \ldots , t_j^K,t_0) \) existed. In our example, the cluster of policies \( Y_{t_0} \) represents the ECSC Treaty, which already existed when the Euratom Treaty was negotiated at time \( t \). In other words, for a state \( j \),

Game 2: \( EU_j^t = \sum_{p_x} U_j(p_x, X_j^t|Y_{t_0}) \)

We can predict that the probability \( P_{X|Y} \) that \( X_j^t|Y_{t_0} \)—e.g., the signing of \( X_j^t \), given the fact that \( Y_{t_0} \) had already been signed at the beginning of the game (\( t_0 \))—was higher than the probability \( p_x \) of acceptance of \( X_j^t \)—e.g., the signing of \( X_j^t \) when no prior treaty existed before. Institutionalists also tell us that the following situation might exist when the expected utility of the federalist proposal \( X_j^t|Y_{t_0} \) proposed by the state \( j \) (for instance, France) at time \( t \) after the federalist treaty \( Y_{t_0} \) had been accepted at \( t_0 \)—might be higher than the expected utility of the intergovernmental treaty \( X_i^t \) proposed by the state \( i \) (for instance, the UK), which might be itself higher than the expected utility of the intergovernmental treaty \( X_j^t \) proposed by the state \( j \), if no federalist treaty \( Y_{t_0} \) had previously been accepted:

\[
EU_j^t = \sum_{p_x} U_j(p_x, X_j^t|Y_{t_0}) > EU_i^t = \sum_{p_x} U_j(p_x, X_i^t) > EU_j^t = \sum_{p_x} U_j(p_x, X_j^t)
\]

Transnational networks and European institutions can tip the balance toward future federalist treaties because they can easily write a new treaty, or refurbish the content of an old federalist treaty by diluting, for instance, its supranational aspects or manipulating the subjective probabilities that states ascribe to their acceptance.

"Integration as a Process": Introducing Temporality

Although it points toward the importance of the past for understanding the present and future of European treaties, this institutionalist approach to the EU still leaves one temporal dimension of the integration process outside of the equation: the future. Institutionalists do not tell us whether envisioned futures affect the present.28 Indeed, in their model, the occurrence of a future
round of negotiations seems purely random at the time when a given treaty is being negotiated, in the sense that one cannot know when geopolitical or economic changes will call for a new treaty to be negotiated, and with what aspects it will be concerned.

In our proposed recursivity model, we include the future in the equation as we make the assumption that when signing new treaties, states are likely to negotiate not only the solution to a present problem but also the type of solution that they will agree to consider for new problems that they expect to face at a later date with a fixed (although subjective) probability. Thus, we claim that European federalists such as Monnet might have had an influence on the adoption of federalist-inspired treaties at time t, not just because they manipulated the probability that they would be signed at time t, or because they manipulated their content, but because they postponed to time t+1 the negotiations on those aspects that were least likely to be accepted at time t. This is something that promoters of an intergovernmental approach—whom each new set of negotiations assumes a legal tabula rasa—failed to do.

Introducing the future into the equation explains why states would agree to sign federalist-inspired treaties, which take away some sovereign legislative prerogatives, when they could accomplish the same tasks by signing purely intergovernmental treaties, which are less costly to their sovereignty. We claim that the expected utility of the federalist proposal $X_i|Y_{io}$, proposed by the state j at time t, might be higher than the expected utility of the intergovernmental treaty $Z_i^j$ proposed by the state i at time t, where $Z_i^j$ is a cluster of policies that intersect with $X_i|Y_{io}$, such as that $Z_i^j = (x_{i1,t},...,x_{ik,t},...,z_{i1,t},...,z_{ik,t})$. In other words, for a state j,

\[
\text{Game 3: } EU_i^{j} = \sum_{j=1}^{6} U_j(p_{j|x_i} X_i|Y_{io} + p_{x_{i}|y_{io}} \Delta Z_{i+a}|X_i)
\]

In this case, we assume that federalists will negotiate the policies $Z_i^j$ (or $\Delta Z_{i+a}|X_i$), that are the least likely to be accepted from t to t+a, where a corresponds to the finite number of compromises that negotiating states will need to make to sign $\Delta Z_{i+a}|X_i$. We therefore assume that: $p_{j|x_i} > p_{x_{i}|y_{io}} > p_r$. We find the following order of preference for the state j. When the state j adds to the proposed $X_i|Y_{io}$ the commitment to negotiate $\Delta Z_{i+a}|X_i$ at time t+a, where $\Delta Z_{i+a}|X_i$ includes the subset of policies of $Z_i^j$ not included in $X_i|Y_{io}$, then:

\[
EU_i^{j} = \sum_{j=1}^{6} U_j(p_{j|x_i} X_i|Y_{io} + p_{x_{i}|y_{io}} \Delta Z_{i+a}|X_i) \succ EU_i^{j} = \sum_{j=1}^{6} U_j(p_{j|x_i} X_i|Y_{io})
\]

In the rest of the paper, we will simplify these equations by referring to the expected utility of the solution of each game, rather than by talking about the games themselves. Therefore, this ordering of preferences means that—assuming N represents the number of treaties being signed before the negotiation of
$T_{N+1}$ (or the number of type 3 games that had been played previously)—all negotiating states prefer signing the federalist treaty $T_{N}^{EUR}$ during the $N$th game over all other options, if they also commit to negotiating another federalist treaty $(T_{N+1}^{EUR} | T_{N}^{EUR})$ during the $N$th+1 game. The other options being that they would sign a comprehensive intergovernmental treaty $(T_{N}^{INT-GOV})$ during their $N$th game, or that they would sign only the limited federalist treaty $(T_{N}^{EUR})$, without the promise of starting new negotiations on the treaty $(T_{N+1}^{EUR} | T_{N}^{EUR})$ during the $N$th+1 game. As a result, each state has the following order of preferences:

$$EU_{i}^{N}(p_{N}^{EUR}, T_{N}^{EUR}) > EU_{i}^{N}(p_{N+1}^{EUR} | T_{N+1}^{EUR}) > EU_{i}^{N}(p_{N}^{INT-GOV} | T_{N}^{INT-GOV}) > EU_{i}^{N}(p_{N}^{EUR} | T_{N}^{EUR})$$

This focus on the sequencing of negotiations explains why the European integration process is recursive: each new treaty comes with the promise of negotiating another treaty in the future.

A Paradigmatic Case of Recursivity: The First Cluster of Treaties on European Defense

In this section, we schematize how Jean Monnet and federalists around him conducted the first European treaty negotiations, and how they structured the temporality of those negotiations. The first three European treaties were not drafted successively, one after another, as if the European founding fathers started to write a new treaty as soon as they had finished writing the previous one. Jean Monnet proposed two pairs of treaties in two successive periods: 1) the ECSC Treaty, to which was soon added the EDC Treaty; 2) the EDC Treaty, to which was soon added the EPC Treaty.

The ECSC Treaty was not a single comprehensive European treaty tackling all aspects of West European defense (political, military, industrial, etc.) at the same time. Rather, it started as a modest plan sketched by Monnet and announced by Schuman in a May 1950 declaration. It called only for European-level regulation of two industrial activities: coal and steel. In 1950, there was a large consensus on the validity of this approach: not only Monnet but also French Gaullists realized that Western Europe needed the coal and steel produced in these regions and that the limits placed by the International Authority created after the war to administer these industries in the Saar harmed the defense and prosperity of Western Europe. Monnet and other Frenchmen preferred to place the regulation of these strategic activities in Germany under the authority of a European institution rather than under the authority of the West German Chancellor. Indeed, for a century the industrial production of coal and steel in the Saar and Ruhr regions had allowed Germany to surpass its neighbors in military production, and Monnet wanted to make sure that this would not happen again.
As field theory tells us, the treaties proposed in the European integration process should not be considered in isolation from other treaties proposed by international liberals. In this case, in August 1950 international liberals proposed an alternative intergovernmental framework within which West German recovery in the energy and defense sectors could have taken place. Their approach was more comprehensive than the limited approach proposed by Monnet with the ECSC Treaty. The Soviet testing of a nuclear weapon in the fall of 1949 and the start of the Korean war in June 1950 had convinced Dean Acheson, the U.S. secretary of state, that West German industries and West German soldiers should be asked to contribute to West European defense, although a purely German army was out of the question since “[t]o create a German military system complete from general staff to Ruhr munitions industry would weaken rather than strengthen European defense and repeat past errors”; a point of view with which “[t]he President agreed.” 31 In the summer 1950, Acheson let it be known that he intended to let West Germany raise troops and fabricate some weapons to be placed under the authority of NATO’s future Supreme Commander and that the people of the Saarland would decide whether to reintegrate with West Germany or be independent.

Acheson’s proposal convinced Monnet to enlarge his proposal to include some of the policy issues (such as the integration of the armies) left undressed in the ECSC Treaty. Indeed, as Monnet reported, everyone agreed “a Coal and Steel Community would have no interest in the eyes of the Germans once they would recover their full sovereignty with a national army,” even if the latter were under NATO authority.32 The federalists could have decided in October 1950 that the ongoing ECSC Treaty negotiations would be enlarged immediately to cover all aspects of West European defense in a Great Leap Forward, by negotiating one federalist treaty capturing all the issues covered by Acheson’s proposed treaty integrating West Germany into NATO.

Monnet chose instead to open two tracks of negotiations: one concerned only with coal and steel, the other with the rest of the defense issues. Therefore, from the beginning, the federalists announced the creation of not one, but at least two treaties. Already in May 1950 the Schuman Declaration called for the beginning of negotiations to draft the ECSC Treaty, as well as future negotiations on the political provisions of the future European federation, whose construction this first treaty began.33 Two months after the Schuman Declaration, Monnet and the same team that he had gathered to draft the ECSC treaty fleshed out what this second treaty would achieve. It was supposed to place the armies and the whole defense industrial sector (with the exception of the coal and steel sectors already falling under the authority of the first ECSC treaty) under the authority of a second European Commission.34 This plan was formally introduced in the French parliament in October 1950 by the French president of the council, René Pleven (1901–1994), a long-time associate of Jean Monnet who had joined Monnet on the Allied Board of
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Armament, which Monnet had chaired, first in London and then in Washington during the Second World War.

In fact, by breaking down negotiations into two tracks, we can assume that Monnet and his network of federalists responded to the fact that Acheson’s offer to the West Germans threatened the ECSC negotiations. Monnet added the promise of a new treaty to respond to the following constraints in how European states ordered their preferences:

$$EU_T^{ECS} = \frac{1}{T_N} (p_{ECS}^{T_{ECS}} + p_{EDC}^{T_{EDC}} | T_N^{ECS}) - EU_T^{T_{WG-NATO}} (p_{N}^{T_{WG-NATO}} T_{WG-NATO})$$

$$EU_T^{ECS} = \frac{1}{T_N} (p_{ECS}^{T_{ECS}} + p_{EDC}^{T_{EDC}} | T_N^{ECS}) - EU_T^{T_{CSC+EDC}} (p_{N}^{T_{CSC+EDC}} T_{CSC+EDC})$$

Even though, for many negotiating parties (in particular, West Germany), the expected utility of $T^{T_{WG-NATO}}$ was higher than the expected utility of an unlikely comprehensive federalist treaty on European defense $T^{T_{ECSC+EDC}}$, and also higher than the expected utility of a limited but likely treaty $T^{T_{CSC}}$, it was still less than the expected utility of $T^{T_{ECSC}}$ signed during the Nth game, combined with the promise of negotiating the EDC Treaty during the Nth+1 game, $T^{T_{ECSC}} | T_{EDC}$. For the West Germans in particular, the announcement that France would open negotiations of the EDC Treaty in October 1950 was an added incentive to stay at the negotiating table of the ECSC Treaty negotiations. Indeed, if they could gain a voice equal to France’s in the future EDC structure, their gains in terms of control over West European defense would be higher than if the West Germans simply entered into the integrated structure of NATO. Even if the probability that the EDC Treaty would be signed and ratified during the Nth+1 game was small, it was not null, and it could compensate the costs of refusing the US offer of direct integration into NATO—or rather of delaying the acceptance of that alternative until after the outcome of the EDC Treaty negotiations.35

Choosing to negotiate a single comprehensive federalist treaty would have been a direct road to failure. As Monnet and other federalists knew, many military professionals in France believed that the loose coordination of European armies as part of NATO (with the exception of West German armies, which would be fully integrated into NATO) was preferable to their full integration into a European army.36 Proposing a comprehensive federalist treaty would mean losing the high chances of signing the ECSC Treaty (P$^{T_{ECSC}}_N$), which had been initially agreeable to the French and West Germans before Acheson put his own proposal on the table. In contrast, the probability P$^{T_{CSC+EDC}}_N$ of signing a more comprehensive treaty concerning all the competencies covered by the ECSC and the EDC Treaties was much lower, even lower than the probability P$^{T_{WG-NATO}}_N$ of signing a treaty integrating West Germany into NATO (T$^{T_{WG-NATO}}_N$). Only if the Europeans signed the ECSC first would the probability P$^{T_{EDC}}_N$ increase, since European federalist ideals would become more legitimate.
In other words, the creation of two negotiating tracks along two temporalities solved the dilemma faced by the French government, which accepted neither the idea of direct West German integration into NATO, nor the integration of French armies into the EDC. It created the opportunity for France and its five European negotiating partners to postpone the resolution of existing disagreements about the ECSC Treaty to the future negotiations of the EDC Treaty. If the six states that negotiated the ECSC Treaty failed to agree on the final political structure of the European Federation overseeing the Coal and Steel Community, then they would get a second chance to solve their disagreements in the context of the EDC Treaty negotiations. Monnet’s tactic worked in this case. The ECSC Treaty was signed while the EDC Treaty negotiations were still ongoing; and it entered into force two months after the EDC Treaty was signed (but not yet ratified).

**Figure 1:** The Fractal Process of Integration at the Beginning of the EU

This tactic was not only applied to the negotiation of the treaty during the N\textsuperscript{th} game, but also to the negotiation of the next treaty during the N\textsuperscript{th+1} game (see figure 1). In this case, the bulk of the provisions of the EDC Treaty concerned the regulation of the European armament and dual-use industries in
times of peace, with the exception of coal and steel, which were already regul-
ated by the ECSC Treaty (see figure 1). While the ECSC Treaty organized intra-
European competition in the coal and steel industries, the EDC Treaty opened
defense industrial markets (naval, aircraft, nuclear, and missile industries,
among others) to fair competition. The Council of Ministers was given the
authority “to approve” a joint armament program for the European Army (Art.
106). Then, based on the armament plans approved by the European Council,
the Defense Commissariat oversaw the execution of the “production, imports
and exports of war-material to and from the member-states, control proce-
dures of installations destined to produce war-material, as well as fabrication
of prototypes and technical research on war-material” (Annex 2 of Art. 107).
It was even entitled to license the construction of all the new plants in the
defense sector, broadly defined, as it extended to the energy sector (at least as
far as nuclear energy was concerned). But in the EDC Treaty, the national gov-
ernments retained their veto power in the Council on the decisions regarding
budgets and future armaments.

The definitive political structure of accountability was supposed to have
been agreed upon by the future EDC member-states during treaty negotia-
tions. But a similar temporary structure of political accountability to that of
the ECSC’s was crafted in the EDC Treaty, with the promise that the final
design of the future European Federation overseeing the work of both the
High Authority and the Defense Commissariat would be clarified in the
future EPC Treaty. In Article 38 of the EDC Treaty negotiators called for an
assembly (the future ad hoc assembly) charged with writing a constitution for
the European Federation—what became EPC Treaty. Not until after the sign-
ing of the EPC Treaty during the third game would national governments
agree to a more substantial loss of sovereignty over their military affairs (see
figure 1).

Our argument here is not to claim that this tactic, which consists in
sequencing the negotiation of treaties into two distinct tracks and temporali-
ties, was followed because it had always guaranteed success. Instead, we claim
that the process is never ending, since, like fractals, every sequence is com-
posed of other sequences of similar structure. The process itself has become
paradigmatic of how European integration operates for every treaty negotia-
tion, independent of whether its outcome is success or failure.

In this case, the EDC Treaty was rejected when all states realized that the
probability that it would be signed was close to zero, after the French decided
to de facto violate the provisions concerning nuclear energy before its entry
into force. In response to Britain exploding its first atomic bomb, French lead-
ers rushed to join the arms race, and brought French production levels of fis-
sile materials a hundred times higher than the maximum limit authorized by
the EDC Treaty. Maurice Väisse notes that “European integration meant the
equality of rights” between member-states who signed the EDC Treaty; by vot-
ing for this plan, the French Parliament made implementation of the EDC
Treaty impossible to respect. France’s insistence on re-opening negotiations over the EDC Treaty’s provisions on the regulation of nuclear development led to a direct confrontation with other signatory-states of the EDC Treaty and finally the failed ratification.

This failure, however, did not stop the European integration process, nor did it change its pattern. The promise made during the ECSC Treaty negotiations to negotiate the EDC Treaty was honored when Monnet and other federalists decided to take out the nuclear provisions of the EDC Treaty, which had become controversial, and to draft a new treaty with more intergovernmental provisions and fewer federalist ones: the Euratom Treaty. This treaty, signed with the Common Market Treaty, was negotiated with the promise that some aspects of the EPC Treaty would be implemented in the future, leading the President of the Euratom Commission to ask in May 1960 for a new round of negotiations. After many upheavals these negotiations led to the signing of the European Economic Community (or “fusion”) Treaty of 1965. In each case, negotiations followed the same pattern, and we could cite many other examples to argue our case. The question we now address is whether we find a similar structure in the negotiation process of the most recent treaties not negotiated by Jean Monnet and his associates.

From a European to a Common Security Policy: The Pursuit of a Recursive Process

Forty-four years after the failure of the EDC Treaty, a new step on the road toward a common European defense policy was enacted in December 1998 during the Saint-Malo Summit, where France and the UK called for the creation of the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP). The label ESDP was then replaced by the similarly-conceived Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP) within the Lisbon Treaty ratified in 2008. These two fundamental steps of defense integration confirm that Europe’s political elites have not definitively forgotten the ideal of building a European defense along federalist lines. The project of integration in the security field actually started after the end of the Cold War, when European leaders were in the process of redefining their visions of their strategic environment and their role in it. But the process of integration was delayed for a decade by competition between NATO and EU views of security and defense within Europe. As a result, from Maastricht to Lisbon, the EU has incrementally built a European policy for security and defense matters by successive negotiations of federalist-inspired policy proposals. Our argument shows how such a process could be not straightforward, but rather recursive.

In the early hours of common European defense in the 1990s, diplomatic and defense decision-makers were aware that the EU needed to develop and implement a comprehensive security and defense policy that would allow the
Union to assume responsibility for new crisis management tasks. At this stage, the civilian dimension of such an ambition was easier to achieve, considering European national preferences, than the integration of military (hard) capabilities, since the positions of influential European countries were too polarized on the latter issue. Consequently, the Maastricht European Council (signed and ratified in 1992 with the Maastricht Treaty) proposed a Common Foreign Security Policy (CFSP) where the civilian aspects of security policies dominated the military aspects. Although the Maastricht provisions had moved from “co-operation” to common policy, European countries kept (hard) military power under their national prerogatives because they were still divided about the content and the form that their common military defense policy would take. In fact, at Maastricht, their “common” security policy remained essentially intergovernmental: they only promised to move forward at a later stage of treaty negotiations. 

Tested during the Balkans crisis in the 1990s, the CFSP proved unsatisfactory due to deep European military deficiencies that the Maastricht Treaty had not fully anticipated. As Mérand writes, “the Balkans wars illustrated vividly the ‘capabilities-expectations gap.’ Declaratory diplomacy, the main output of the European foreign policy field, has failed.”

In particular, the EU’s failure to project forces in the Balkans pushed member-states to revise the floating institutional architecture of CFSP by introducing a military dimension to the EU. Drawing the lesson from these painful events, European leaders decided that EU countries needed to transform this failed institutional framework into a successful new scheme: the ESDP.

To reach such a goal, the main challenge faced by federalists consisted of proposing a credible alternative to the intergovernmental proposals of cooperation in both security and defense policies that were already on the table. At this stage, in the late 1990s, member-states’ preferences in security and defense matters were quite heterogeneous. The Big Three European countries were divided on the EU’s role in defense institutional building: Germany favored a greater EU role through the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), France defended a strengthening of the Western European Union (WEU), and Britain stayed put on NATO through the European Security and Defense Initiative (ESDI), which eventually encompassed a European security and defense identity. The three proposals differed, but one could not help but notice that all three proposals favored European cooperation within a purely intergovernmental organization.

The existence of multiple intergovernmental proposals simultaneously defended by France, Germany, and the UK actually served the federalists who wished to move European states away from their initial positions and toward a common European security and defense policy. The emergence of ESDP, born during the Franco-British Summit in Saint-Malo in December 1998, resulted in large part from the absence of suitable existing alternatives in a rapidly changing world. After the Saint-Malo summit, players recognized that they would
be better off, and no EU country would be worse off, if the ESDP were accepted by all European states—it corresponded to a situation of Pareto optimality. According to our recursive bargaining model, once again there is no doubt that the Balkans’ debacle, combined with the Franco-British reconciliation, guaranteed a gain for any EU country joining the ESDP project such as:

\[
EU_1^j(p_N^{ESDP}, T_N^{ESDP}) - EU_0^j((1 - p_N^{ESDP})T_N^{ESDP})
\]

Besides the political and symbolic benefits that EU countries could derive from the implementation of ESDP (compared with WEU’s weak legitimacy or the isolated vision of German authorities on the OSCE), the ESDP created by the Nice Treaty provided a core innovation, e.g., the concept of “enhanced cooperation,” which was inspired by federalism. Ratified under the French Presidency in 2001, the Nice Treaty provided military and civilian assets for international conflict prevention and crisis management. Still, this zest for federalism was quite limited, as the treaty stipulated that enhanced cooperation “shall not relate to matters having military or Defense implications” (Art. 27b). An early version of the concept, drawn by the Working Group on Defense of the European Convention chaired by Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, was much more extensive, but it was not the one chosen in the Nice Treaty, partly due to disputes between the UK and France. Furthermore, except for “enhanced cooperations,” the Nice Treaty was mostly inspired by an intergovernmentalist view of defense integration.

This limited step toward a common European defense policy did not mean that ESDP could not evolve towards a more integrated or “top-down” approach to European security. Indeed, this first round of negotiations in Nice (our Nth game) was not in vain, as the next round of bargaining in Lisbon (our Nth+1 game) extended the applicability of the concept of “enhanced cooperation” to armament cooperation. The inclusion of some federalist components in the Nice Treaty was already unexpected, in a field where any advance was made unlikely by the prevalence of states’ concern for defending their sovereignty, combined with the heterogeneous preferences of EU members on defense matters. As Freedman and Menon argue, in the mid-1990s “there was ‘every reason to suspect that West European nations will continue to prefer NATO over the EU.’”

To explain the progress made by the Nice Treaty, we have to take into account this recursive aspect of the ESDP approach. EU members were able to broker a partially-integrated treaty at Nice even though they could not have agreed on a fully integrated treaty extending to all defense issues. All partners agreed to extend the discussion to other aspects of defense policy in the future, as they did with the Treaty of Lisbon, which made further crucial progress on defense issues under the CSDP framework. At Nice, EU countries expected to increase their utility by signing the CSDP component in the future Lisbon
Treaty rather than betting on a full agreement during the N\textsuperscript{th} game, whose acceptance would have been unlikely as France, the UK, and Germany maintained polarized preferences on the (hard) military dimension. The following relation summarizes the recursive bargaining process:

\[
E_{N+1}^{T} \left( p_{N}^{\text{ESDP}, I_{N}^{\text{ESDP}}} + p_{N}^{\text{CSDP}, T_{N}^{\text{CSDP}}} \right) - E_{N}^{T} \left( p_{N}^{\text{INT-GOV}, I_{N}^{\text{INT-GIV}}} + p_{N}^{\text{ESDP}, T_{N}^{\text{ESDP}}} \right) > 0
\]

To some extent, the 2008 Lisbon Treaty affected the area of ESDP in three ways. First, the general harmonization of the overall institutional framework of the ESDP and the CFSP aimed at facilitating relations between the Council and the Commission with respect to crisis management issues. Second, several articles in the treaty were intended to directly strengthen Europe’s role in the world through the improvement of the CFSP, and the corresponding provisions in the ESDP. The creation of a High Representative of the Union for foreign affairs and security policy, a position currently occupied by Catherine Ashton, started a process of federating Foreign Ministries and cannot be said to reflect a strict intergovernmental architecture. Third, the Lisbon Treaty officially created the European Defense Agency (EDA) and substituted “enhanced cooperation” for Permanent Structured Cooperation (PSCoop).

With the Lisbon treaty, new federalist advances were made in the security policy realm, especially in the regulation of armament industries, but intergovernmentalism continued to rule how states were to use their hard power. In the Lisbon Treaty, the principle of unanimity remains a cornerstone of security and defense cooperation for all decisions concerning the sending of troops in the battlefield. While Qualified Majority Voting applies to CFSP in some cases, it is excluded altogether when it comes to decisions that have military or defense implications. Any modification of this provision is explicitly excluded in the Lisbon Treaty, which states that “national security remains the sole responsibility of each Member State.”

Still, what the Lisbon Treaty provides is not necessarily a reinforcement of EU intergovernmentalism but rather a federalization of the foreign and security policy according to a fractal process. Indeed, even on the most sovereign issue, concerned with the authority to declare war, the Lisbon Treaty introduced a solidarity clause and a mutual defense clause, both of which force EU member-states to support each other in case of a common threat. The mutual defense clause compels states to offer aid and assistance if one of them is victim of an armed aggression on its territory, even though this clause does not dictate what alliances member-states should be part of. But just like Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, this new clause could be interpreted as a promise made during the N\textsuperscript{th}+1 game to negotiate the details of a collective defense policy for EU members during the N\textsuperscript{th}+2 game. And consequently, it offers
some fruitful indications that a slow trend of “NATOisation” of CSDP for security matters will be taking place in future EU institutional changes.

Last, and probably the most decisive, Articles 27-6 and 31 of the Lisbon Treaty created the protocol of “Permanent Structured Cooperation” to enhance closer cooperation for those member states that are willing and able to undertake greater efforts in the realm of military capabilities. For some scholars this institutional innovation, which built upon the “enhanced cooperation” concept in the Nice Treaty, had an intergovernmentalist character because it allowed some subsets of EU member-states to cooperate without the agreement of all, as in de Gaulle’s concept of a Europe à la carte.\textsuperscript{51} Those commentators, however, forget that the PScoop was connected to the creation of the European Defense Agency. By leaving member-states to develop their defense capacities through the development of their national contributions and their participation in multilateral endeavors (on an opt-in basis), the PScoop rested, on the one hand, on the willingness of states “to proceed more intensively” and, on the other hand, on the possibility of developing joint equipment programs under the EDA framework. This possibility of using the European integrated framework in the defense field is very similar to the structure of Community enterprises that the Euratom Treaty created in the nuclear field.\textsuperscript{52} The European Defense Agency is now able to meet federalists’ desires on the armament production side, i.e. a top-down approach where European needs are defined and accepted by the Agency, and where each member-state decides to participate or to not participate in the realization of these goals.

To summarize the bargaining process that occurred from Nice to Lisbon, we can say that at time $t$ (the Nice Treaty), EU members started to institutionalize the ESDP within a broader treaty whose institutional framework was largely inspired by an intergovernmental approach, although negotiating parties promised to reevaluate the content of the treaty during the N\textsuperscript{th} game. During the N\textsuperscript{th}+1 game (the Lisbon Treaty negotiations), EU members, including newcomers, slightly amended and reinforced the Nice Treaty in the field of defense cooperation, even though many issues remained to be decided under an intergovernmental framework. After promoting enhanced cooperation, federalizing EU diplomacy and regulating armament procurement through the EDA, member-states are likely to push in the future for a more federalist defense policy ($T^{\text{DEF-FED}}$) that could include European Armed Forces under supranational control or develop an EU corps within NATO missions. According to this recursive process, it will not be surprising that the next steps of security and defense integration within the EU follow the same pattern where:

\[
EU_1\left(\rho_N^{\text{CSDP}} T_N^{\text{CSDP}}\right) = \left\{\begin{array}{c}
\rho_{N+1}^{\text{DEF-FED}} T_{N+1}^{\text{DEF-FED}} \\
\rho_N^{\text{CSDP}} T_N^{\text{CSDP}} \end{array}\right\} \geq EU_2\left(\rho_N^{\text{INT-GOV}} T_N^{\text{INT-GOV}}\right)
\]
Conclusion

Based on a simplified formal theory derived from bargaining games, this article shows how the recursive aspect in the European integration process can be formalized as far as the first and the latest European treaties in the security domain are concerned.

Our article challenges the view that successive generations of EU scholars have had of the role of the transnational networks of European federalists in the European integration process. Whereas a first wave of scholarship had claimed that they played a huge role in the process 1) by convincing states to change their preferences and adopt federalist treaties instead of intergovernmental treaties—a claim that was disputed by regime theorists, who argued that transnational networks played no role at all in the integration process—and that European integration was in fact not different from classical intergovernmentalism; a second wave of institutionalist scholarship refined that claim by arguing that federalists played a more limited role 2) by changing the subjective probabilities that states assigned to the possibility of acceptance of federalist treaties.

Instead, we have argued that federalists increased the expected utility that states derived from the signing of federalist treaties, 3) by spreading the risk of these treaties being rejected into successive rounds of negotiations. Federalists, we claim, segmented treaties into components with different probabilities of acceptance, and structured the different rounds of negotiations of these components by starting with the less risky ones, promising to continue negotiating riskier ones in future rounds. Future research should look into economic treaties to see if a similar sequencing of negotiations occurred, and whether this sequence is what distinguishes the European integration process from other processes of integration elsewhere in the world.
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